Explore the various disciplines of Handwriting Analysis

- **Graphology** is the study of personality in handwriting as it relates to aptitude, attitude, integrity, intelligence, and more.

- **Document Examination** is a specialized branch of handwriting analysis that focuses on handwriting authentication and is not related to personality analysis.

- **Graphotherapy** is a program of handwriting movement exercises done to music that can aid in promoting changes in aspects of physical, emotional and mental development when facilitated by a trained practitioner.

American Handwriting Analysis Foundation

Join AHAF online:

www.ahafhandwriting.org

For more information:

(805) 658-0109
ahafpresident@gmail.com
ahaftreasurer@gmail.com

**Visit our website for information about the many benefits of membership in AHAF. There may be a chapter or study group near you.**

www.ahafhandwriting.org

You are also invited to comment at www.campaignforcursive.blogspot.com

Look for us on Facebook

JOIN US!
Handwriting Analysis is used in:

- Personality Assessment
- Jury Selection
- Human Resourcing
- Team Development
- Education
- Psychological Profiling
- Career Guidance
- Personal Coaching
- Relationship Compatibility
- Questioned Document Examination

Handwriting analysis has been used in business applications around the world for centuries. In America, Italy, Argentina and many other countries, its professional use is increasing. Empirical and quantitative research confirms its practical uses for understanding the human element in business, banking, teaching, psychology, law enforcement, and science today.

**Handwriting Analysis and AHAF**

It’s not always what you write; it’s how you write it. Printing or cursive, your writing reveals a lot about you.

An effective tool for understanding yourself and others, Graphology is the study of handwriting. It combines principles of art interpretation (pen-stroke on paper) with the disciplines of Psychology, Physiology, and decades of research.

Handwriting analysis cannot foretell the future. It does not reveal your favorite color or your birthday. But it does reveal a great deal about intelligence, thinking style, and the personal management that you display in every pen stroke.

Key qualities such as efficiency, intelligence and endurance, are displayed in your handwriting.

It can tell how a person operates in society, how they relate to others, how they manage time, money, their level of personal involvement and dedication, as well as many other areas.

Because handwriting cannot reveal age, gender, nationality, race, or religion, it is a non-discriminatory assessment tool that can be legally applied in Human Resource practices for interview and team-building.

Handwriting analysis can assist in the Jury Selection process. It is used in personality assessment for various applications. Educators and therapists use it.

In the legal arena, it can be used to assist law enforcement and legal professionals in handwriting identification and signature authentication, as well as ransom notes, threatening letters, and suicide notes.

AHAF welcomes you to explore the exciting field of Graphology with us!

We will be happy to guide you along your way

- Mentoring and study groups
- Research guidance
- Local meetings and workshops
- Annual Conferences
- Professional certification program
- Periodicals
- Extensive research library of books, monographs, and DVD’s
- A selection of free monographs
- Free listing in our Directory

Visit a local chapter or study/discussion group to learn from others like you.
Visit us at: AHAFHandwriting.org

For additional information email: ahaf@ahafhandwriting.org

American Handwriting Analysis Foundation